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An inertial manifold is constructed for the scalar reaction-diffusion equation 
u, = vu,, +f(u) with a cubic nonlinearity. Uniform bounds are obtained for the 
number of zeros along solutions to the variational equations satistied by the dif- 
ference of two elements on the unstable manifolds of equilibria. This uniformity 
leads to the global parameterization of the attractor as a function defined in the 
linear unstable manifold of the least stable equilibrium. By the introduction of local 
techniques near each equilibrium, we succeed in constructing an inertial manifold 
of lowest possible dimension. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
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1. INTR~OU~TI~N 
In this paper we explicitly construct an inertial manifold for the 
reaction-diffusion equation 
u, = vu,, +ftu), 44 0) = &h O<x<n, (1.1) 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, where fin C’( - co, co) satisfies 
f (0) = 0, f ‘(0) = 1 
lim sup u .f(u) < 0 
IUI’QI 
(l.la) 
(l.lb) 
f”(U) . u < 0. (l.lc) 
When restricted to this positively invariant, finite-dimensional manifold the 
flow becomes that of a finite set of ordinary differential equations, termed 
an inertial form, which captures not only the behavior at infinity, but also, 
due to the invariance of the manifold, some of the transients as well. 
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Properties (l.la), (l.lb), and (1.1~) ensure that for each f there are unique 
numbers r + , with r _ < 0 < r + and f (r + ) = 0. The cubic function f(u) = 
- U(ZJ - r + y(u - r _ ) satisfies these properties, for example. 
There are several abstract theories for inertial manifolds. In [S, 61 
general existence theories are developed which can be applied to a variety 
of problems. This has been done in [6,9] for the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky 
equation, in [6, 191 for the Cahn-Hilliard equation, in [S, 7,241 for the 
complex Ginzburg-Landau equation, and in [6] for the nonlocal Burger’s 
equation all in once space dimension. Essential in each case is the verilica- 
tion of a certain gap condition on the spectrum of an appropriately chosen 
linear operator, or equivalently a more geometric cone condition on the 
global attractor. Augmenting this approach with a new idea, the principle 
of spatial averaging, Mallet-Paret and Sell [ 151 have estimated the dimen- 
sion of an inertial manifold for a reaction-diffusion equation in space 
dimensions two and three with restricted domains. Though general enough 
to apply to a variety of problems, many of which have complicated attrac- 
tors, these techniques yield only an estimate, sometimes rather crude, for 
the dimension of the manifold. 
The approach taken here is tailor made for (1.1) in that it uses the 
specific structure of the global attractor to construct a series of invariant 
manifolds culminating in the inertial manifold. The advantage is that the 
dimension of the manifold is the lowest possible as it coincides with that of 
the attractor. Since similar global attractors correspond to other odd 
degree polynomial choices for the nonlinearity f, a similar construction 
should also be possible. While such a construction may be possible for 
reaction-diffusion equations in higher space dimensions, the technique of 
proof used here will not apply. 
The manifold constructed here is also significant for its orientation. Since 
current estimates on the dimension are obtained while characterizing the 
manifold as the graph of a function over a finite-dimensional space, they 
could ignore the possibility of a well-defined inertial manifold of lower 
dimension, without this property. We show here that the global attractor 
of which the manifold is a small extension is indeed the graph of a function 
defined in a linear space of the same dimension. 
Equation (1.1) has a rich history. What is perhaps the first stability 
analysis of equilibrium solutions can be found in [17] under somewhat 
different assumptions on the nonlinearity J A complete description of the 
bifurcation of equilibria is given by Chafee and Infante in [3]. The 
existence of orbits connecting different equilibria has been investigated in 
[ 12,231. Brunovsky and Fiedler in [2] obtained results regarding the 
number of zeros of solutions on the stable and unstable manifolds of 
equilibria. Both Angement [ 1 ] and Henry [ 121 have shown that (1.1) is an 
example of an infinite-dimensional Morse-Smale system. This last result, 
505/78/2-3 
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which means that the stable and unstable manifolds of these points meet 
transversally, is what motivates our geometric approach. 
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce notation 
and describe the bifurcation of the global attractor. We provide a precise 
statement of the main result in Section 3 along with a brief heuristic 
argument outlining the global extensions that result in the manifold. The 
global attractor is shown to be the graph of a function in Section 4 using 
a technical result which is proved in Section 5 and later used to prove the 
main result. The proof of the main result, presented in Section 6, uses a 
combination of global and local extensions linked through a zero number 
condition. It is the proof of the local extension that is more involved, 
requiring the next three sections, of considerable more detail. These 
sections describe the modification of a locally Lipschitz vector field in a 
Hilbert space of functions outside a neighborhood of an equilibrium. The 
objective is to connect a given invariant manifold with a linear subspace by 
creating a new globally Lipschitz vector field. Most of the effort is involved 
in controlling the size of the Lipschitz constant of the nonlinear term. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Equation (1.1) is often viewed as an ordinary differential equation 
du 
-& + Au = F(u), 
where A, defined by Au= -vuXX for UE C*[O, x] is extended to 9(A) = 
HA( [0, rr]) n ZY*( [0, n]), and F: L*[O, rc] + L*[O, n] is defined pointwise 
by F(u)(x) =f(u(x)). The solution at time t denoted u(x, t) defines a 
semiflow S: 9(A) x R+ -t L@(A) by S,uO(x) = u(x, t) [ll]. 
The sign condition on the nonlinearity in (1.1) guarantees that the 
system is dissipative which we will take to mean that not only are all 
solutions of (2.1) bounded but they all enter a sufficiently large ball B in 
9(A). Under these circumstances the global attractor &’ is defined to be the 
o-limit set of 99, that is, 
d=co(sq= n {S,(.!z3): tar}. 
TdO 
This is not to be confused with lJ uOslo(uo) which consists solely of the 
equilibria by virtue of a Lyapunov function 
V(u) = j-; {; u: - j)-(s) ds} dx. 
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The advantage of studying (1.1) with this particular choice off is that 
the global attractor can be described in great detail. The following theorem 
summarizes the main results regarding the dynamics of Eq. (1.1). 
THEOREM 2.1. For (k+l))*<v<k-*, k=l, 2, 3 ,..., there exists a k 
pair(s) of equilibrium solutions cpz, cpf , . . . . cpz to (1.1). These solutions are 
the only nontrivial equilibria for (1.1) and they satisfy the following proper- 
ties: 
(1) Each cp; has exactly j simple zeros in (0, 7t), for 0 <j < k. 
(2) Each cp,? is hyperbolic, with dim YP’(cp~ )= j for 0 <j < k. 
(3) There exist connecting orbits from the zero solution to p,?, 
O<j<k, andfrom cp,’ to cp,? ifO<j<i<k. 
(4) The global attractor d = u {W”(cp): cp is an equilibrium}. 
A proof of (1) can be found in [3] while the rest appear in [IZ]. By 
drawing one of each of the saddle connections one obtains a qualitative 
picture of the global attractor. Such a picture is provided in Fig. 2.1. 
’ <r<l 
7 
s,- -y+ 
0 0 
FIG. 2.1. The bifurcation of the global attractor for (1.1). 
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3. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
We begin by making several notions more precise. The basic space is 
taken as H= L’(O, rc) and its norm denoted by simply 11. /I. All other norms 
will have a special designation. 
DEFINITION. A finite-dimensional manifold A’ c H is an inertial 
manifold for (1.1) if it is positively invariant and exponentially attracting, 
that is: 
(1) S,jklc&! for all t20, 
(2) there exists A80 such that for every u,E~?(A) there exists a to 
and a constant c 2 0 (uniform for u,, in bounded sets) such that, for t > t, 
dist(S,u,, A’) <c exp(lt). 
Recall that a set JV c H is an m-dimensional manifold with boundary if 
each point of Jf possesses a neighborhood homeomorphic to an open 
set in the half-space {(pi, . . . . p,) E R”:p, 2 0). The boundary of M, 
denoted &A’“, consists of those points that belong to the image of 
{(P , , . . . . p,) E R” : pm = 0} under some local parametrization. The interior 
of JV, denoted Int(.M), is defined to be the complement of the boundary 
relative to JV, that is, Int(M) = N\LV. It is easy to confuse the boundary 
and interior of N as above with the topological boundary and interior of 
JV as a subset of H. We shall, however, use the terms only in the former 
sense here. Observe that the global attractor for (1.1) by itself falls short of 
being an inertial manifold in that it is a manifold with boundary but not 
a manifold in the usual sense. A subset N c H is said to be locally invariant 
under S if for each u0 E JV there is an E > 0 such that Sru,, E JV for 0 d t < E. 
We shall build an inertial manifold by making a series of locally invariant 
extensions of the attractor beyond its boundary. 
A local extension theorem used for the main result requires a gap, 
however small, in the spectra of the linearizations at each equilibria. 
Though it is sufficient that this gap occur between the mth and (m + 1) st 
eigenvalues, where m is the dimension of the attractor, the following 
assumption holds for almost all v and greatly simplifies the discussion. 
STANDING ASSUMPTION. The parameter v is chosen so that the eigen- 
values of the linearization at each equilibria of Eq. (1.1) are simple and 
nonzero. 
We now state precisely the content of the main result. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Under the standing assumption there exists an inertial 
manifold A? for Eq. (1.1) with dimension equal to that of the global attractor. 
We first illustrate the construction procedure by outlining it for the case 
where the global attractor d is two dimensional. The first task is to extend 
& in neighborhoods of cp? to locally invariant two-dimensional manifolds 
JV:. The collection of all forward trajectories starting on JV: together 
with JX? forms a single positively invariant two-dimensional manifold with 
boundary, A1. All of d is contained in the interior of A, with the 
exception of the stable equilibria cp$ .
To complete an inertial manifold, local extensions N$ of A1 are made 
in small enough neighborhoods of cp$ so as to be positively invariant. We 
then take as our inertial manifold JZ, the set Int(.& u MO’ u JV; ). This 
sequence of extensions is depicted in Fig. 3.1. 
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FIG. 3.1. The construction of .M when dim ~4 = 2. 
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4. GLOBAL PARAMETRIZATION 
In this section we show that the global attractor is the graph of a func- 
tion defined within a finite-dimensional linear subspace. In the process we 
also derive a technical result to be used in the construction of an inertial 
manifold. Since, for Eq. (1.1) d is merely the closure of 7V(O) in Q(A) we 
need only parametrize the unstable manifold at 0. Since the same method 
works for the unstable manifolds of the nontrivial equilibria we prove the 
result in general. 
The results in this and the next section hold for the more general class 
of equations 
u, = vu,, +f(x, u), v > 0, (4.1) 
with boundary conditions 
@C(W) 
~(0, t) cos 0 - u,(O, t) sin 8 = 0 
~(71, t) cos 8 - u,(7c, t) sin 8 = 0, 
where 8 E [0, n/2],f: [0, rr] x R + R is C’, k > 2. The only other assump- 
tion onfis that uf(xu) < 0 for large 1 u 1 and x E [O, n]. Note that for 8 = 0, 
BC reduces to the Dirichlet condition. 
We actually have a great deal of freedom in choosing the parametriza- 
tion. Let cp be an equilibrium where “w*(cp) has dimension, say m. It is 
natural to try to express YP’(cp) as the graph of a function of the first m 
eigenmodes of the linearization at cp as is well known to be the case for 
local manifolds. What is somewhat surprising is that this can be done for 
the unstable manifold of a given equilibrium using the first m eigenmodes 
associated with any (other) equilibrium. 
Our methods include the study of the number of spatial zeroes of dif- 
ferences of solutions, which needs to be defined carefully for an arbitrary 
continuous function. 
DEFINITION. For any continuous function $: [0, X] + R the zero 
number Z($) is defined as the maximal element n 2 0 of N u {co } such that 
there is a strictly increasing sequence 0 <x1 < x2 < . . . < x, < 7c with Ic/(xi) 
of alternating signs, that is, @(xi). $(xi+ ,) < 0 for 0 <j< n. 
In other words, Z($) is the number of times the graph of e(x) versus x 
crosses the x-axis between x = 0 and x = 71. We will make repeated use of 
the following direct consequences of the definition: 
(1) The function Z: C”[O, rc] -+ N u (a, > is lower semicontinuous. 
(2) The function Z is constant in a Cl-neighborhood of any Cl-func- 
tion with only simple zeros. 
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A deeper result stemming’ from the maximum principle states that the 
zero number is nonincreasing along solutions of a certain class of semi- 
linear equations. This asserts that Z is actually an integer-valued Lyapunov 
function. Results of this nature can be found in [ 17, 19, 213. We now state 
a version which is not the most general but quite appropriate for our 
purposes. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let u(x, t) be a solution to 
u, = vu,, + Ax, t, u) 
satisfying the boundary condition BC(0) and g: [0, TT] x R+ x R is Ck, k > 1. 
Zfg(x,t,O)=Oforall (x,t)~[O,rr]xR+ then Z(u( ., t)) is a nonincreasing 
function of t. 
A proof of Theorem 4.1 can be found in [2]. 
The zero number plays an essential role in this approach to global 
parametrization. Since there is no analogue of the zero number for higher 
space dimension this is inherently a dimension one result. The key is to 
show that the zero number of the difference of any two elements on YP’(cp) 
is strictly less than the dimension of the manifold. In other words we prove 
the following. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let cp be a hyperbolic equilibrium of (4.1) with only simple 
eigenvalues. If q,, w0 E W”(cp), then 
Z( v0 - wO) < dim YP( cp). 
We will need several preliminary results for the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
The first gives bounds for Z on the span of Sturm-Liouville eigenfunctins. 
Let A be an arbitrary Sturm-Liouville operator of the form 
A : 9(A) c L2(0, n) + L2(0, n) 
UH -u,,---(x) u 
with continuous potential a, and boundary condition BC(8). The following 
result can be found in [2]. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 1(/1, ti2, ti3, . . . . be the eigenfunctions of a Sturm- 
Liouville operator A such as above. Suppose A has simple eigenvalues 
A,,,I,,II, ,.... ForanyO<j<i<co anduj,uj+I ,..., criinR, wehave 
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Moreover, if Cp= j M: < CO, then 
We now state a general global parametrization result to be used again in 
the construction of an inertial manifold. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let G1, Ic/*, tis, . . . . be the eigenfunctions for a Sturm- 
Liouville operator A as in Theorem 4.3. Any set NE H such that 
Z(v - w) < m for all v, w E M can be expressed as the graph of a function, 
where P is the projection onto the first m eigenfunctions of A and Q is that 
onto the orthogonal complement. 
Proof Suppose there exist elements v, w E JV with v # w and Pv = Pw. 
It follows that v - w E QH so that 
v-w= f (v-w,*k)*k. 
k=m+l 
Yet by Theorem 4.2 one has Z(v - w) > m, a contradiction. Thus P is one- 
to-one when restricted to N, and @ may be defined to be its inverse. 1 
The global parametriation of “llr”(cp) is now an immediate corollary of 
Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.4. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Zf the unstable manlfold W”(q) has dimension m, then 
it can be expressed as the graph of a function 
@ : PW”( cp) + QH, 
where P is the projection onto the first m eigenfunctions of A and Q is that 
onto the orthogonal complement for a Sturm-Liouville operator A as in 
Theorem 4.3. 
Before giving the formal proof of Theorem 4.2 we argue heuristically. 
Consider two initial conditions, vO, w0 in w”(cp). Since S,vO and S,wO are 
close to cp t 4 0, by the tangency of w”(q), the difference, SrvO - SrwO 
is close to the unstable manifold of the linearized equation n, = 
vu,, +f,(x, cp) q where q( *, t) satisfies BC(B). Let m be the dimension of 
w”(cp). The linear unstable manifold is spanned by the first m Sturm- 
Liouville eigenfunctions ij 1, . . . . )I/,,,, for the potential a(x) =fu(x, q(x)). It 
follows from Theorem 4.3 that Z(p) <m for all p on the linear manifold. 
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By its proximity to the linear unstable manifold, the difference 
SIuO- S,w,, should also have less than m zeros on (0, rc) for t 4 0. 
Following the flow forward in time on “llr”(cp), we have that the zero 
number cannot increase so that Z(u, - wO) < Z(S,v, - S, w,,) < m. To make 
the argument rigorous we will use the following lemma which is proved in 
the next section. 
LEMMA 4.6. For all vO, wO E W”( cp), 
as t + - co for some j < dim %‘““(cp). 
Using this result, we now prove Theorem 4.2. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let m = dim Y’P(cp) and let It/i, . . . . +, be the first 
m eigenfunctions of the linearization at cp. By virtue of the C’-convergence 
in Lemma 4.6 there exists a time t, < 0 such that 
Z(Stuo-StwO)=Z ( 
w3 - stwcl ,,SrUo-StWo,, =Z(lc/i)=j-1 > 
for all t d t,. 
Applying Theorem 4.1 we have that the function Z(S,u, - S, wO) is non- 
increasing in t. In particular, for t = 0 we have 
Z(uo-w,)<j-l<m-1. 1 
5. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section we determine the asymptotic behavior of differences of 
solutions to Eq. (4.1). To do this we rely on results in Henry [12] 
regarding 
rlr = vxx + 4x, t) rt, (5.1) 
where n( ., t) satisfies BC(0). The statement requires some special notation. 
We define a family of Strum-Liouville operators (A(t), t E R} on the 
domains 
9(A(t)) = {rl E H2(0, K): q satisfies BC(@} 
A(t): 9(A(t)) c L2(0, n) + L2(0, 71) 
IIH -v,,--a(4 Qrl. 
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Let us denote 
lim A(t)=A-, lim A(t)=A+, 1-r -00 1-e +cc 
lim a(x, t) = a_(x), lim a(x, t)=a+(x) ,--cc I4 +m 
whenever the limits exist. 
In our applications these limits correspond to the linearization at 
equilibria. Let A,(t) be the kth eigenvalue of A(t), and A: that of A,. The 
eigenvalues of A, are assumed to be simple. Let Ic/,$ denote the kth 
eigenfunction of A &. We are now in a position to state two results of 
Henry [ 123. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose the real-valued functions a(x, t) and a,(~, r) are 
bounded and continuous on 0 G t < 03, 0 d x < 71. In addition suppose 
I 
00 
sup ) a,(~, t)l dt < co. (5.2) 
0 XE ro,n1 
There exist classical solutions n: (x, t) of Eq. (5.1) defined for t greater than 
some t, such that 
with convergence in the norm of C’[O, a]. For any solution n(x, t) of (5.1) 
not identically zero, there exists an integer k > 1 and a constant c # 0 such 
that 
v(x, Q=exp( - j~n,(s)dr)Cnlr:(x)+o(l)l 
as t-r +co. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose the real-valued functions a(~, t) and a,(x, 1) are 
bounded and continuous on - 00 < t 6 0, 0 <x < X, and that 
I 
0 
sup 1 a,(~, t)l dr < 00. (5.3) 
-‘x XE[O,X] 
There exist classical solutions n; of Eq. (5.1) defined for -co < t <O such 
that 
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with convergence in the norm of C’[O, n]. Also if a < 2, + 1 and )( q( ., t)ll = 
o(e-‘I) as t+ --co, there exist c;, . . . . c; such that 
rib, t) = t c; rkk t). 
k=l 
We should mention that the results contained in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 
are combined under the stronger assumption in [12] where 
I 
00 
sup (a,(x, t)l dt < co. 
--113 OCxsn 
(5.4) 
This is natural when considering connecting orbits. We will show that a 
family of potential functions a(x, t) can be defined in terms of the 
differences of solutions to Eq. (4.1). If the solutions approach equilibria as 
t -+ f co, it will follow that condition (5.4) holds. This is true of solutions 
on the global attractor. 
When constructing an inertial manifold, however, we will also be 
concerned with solutions off the attractor which need not even be defined 
for all negative time. This is why we state Theorem 5.1 with the weaker, 
forward in time hypothesis. The proof in [12] of the forward in time 
results in Theorem 5.1 uses only the forward in time hypothesis. We omit 
the details and refer the reader to that paper. 
We now show that Theorem 5.2 applies to the equation satisfied by the 
difference Stuo - S, w. when uo, w. E ?V’(cp). 
Proof of Lemma 4.6. Let 7(x, t) = u(x, t) - w(x, t). Differentiating we 
find that q satisfies the equation 
rlr = VL +fk 0) -fk WI. 
Now let 7(x, a) =f( x, w - a(w - 0)). It follows that 
fk u) -f(x, w) = ~~~A a) da 
= bf”( 5 
x, w - a(w - 21)) da[u - w]. 
Thus q satisfies the linear equation 
rl, = vx,+ 4x, t) v 
where 
(5.5) 
x, w(x, t) + a(w(x, t) - u(x, t))) da. (5.6) 
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lim 44 t) =.L(x, dx)). 
f-r -cc 
We now verify that a delined by (5.6) satisfies condition (5.3). Note that 
since u0 and w,, lie on the unstable manifold $V’(~) their trajectories S,uO 
and S, w,, are both bounded in H’ and by the Sobolev imbedding theorem, 
also in C’[O, n]. It follows that f,, is bounded in C”[O, n] along a linear 
combination of these trajectories. 
We can express this bound as 
sup I L,(x, 1 -a) w(x, t) + 4x, 01 < M (5.7) 
XE co, nl 
for some M < co. By (5.7) and Fubini’s theorem we obtain 
--m 
= s sup 00 /I 
1 
f,,((l -LX) w+au)[(l -a) W,+CIU,] du dt 
XE[O,k] 0 
-cc 1 
GM f s sup 1(1-a)w,+av,l dudt 00 0 XE[O,1I] 
1 m 
GM IS 
sup I(1 -CI) w,+av,I dtda. 
0 --m XE [O, n] 
By the hyperbolicity of the equilibria, v, and w, decay exponentially as 
t + + co in CO[O, rr]. It follows that 
s 
cc 
sup I( 1 - a) wI(x, t) + au,(x, t)l dt < cc 
- 00 XE co, n] 
and thus condition (5.3) is satisfied. 
Note that J,(t) --f A; as t -+ - co. By the simplicity of the eigenvalues of 
A _ we have for k <j that n,(t) < ,$(t) for all large and negative t, and 
hence 
0 
lim exp l,(s) - Aj(s) ds = 0. 
*---co > 
(5.8) 
Since S, uo, S, w. both tend to 0 as 1 -+ - co their difference ~(x, t) is in the 
unstable (linear) manifold of the origin for Eq. (5.5). Applying Theorem 5.2 
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with a = 0, we find there exist constants ci, . . . . cj with cj # 0 and j < m such 
that 
vl(x, t) = i: Ckylk(X, t). 
k=l 
Factoring out the dominating decay term associated with S, we obtain 
+j+“(l)+‘~lC^(exp~,o~k(s)-~j(s)ds)[~k+o(l)]) 
k=l cj 
as t + - cc with convergence in the norm of C’[O, n]. Normalizing and 
noting the decay expressed in Eq. (5.8), we have 
rl(x, t) c’ 
II rt(x, t)ll- $j 
If the points are on the stable manifold of an equilibrium, and a zero 
number condition holds, then we obtain a similar result forward in time by 
the same methods only using Theorem 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.3. Zf uo, w. E W”(cp), and Z(u, - wo) cm, then 
s~~o-S~wo=exp( -~~ik(r)dr){cllk+o(l)} 
as t+ +co for some k<m. 
Proof As in the proof of Lemma 4.6 one can verify that condition (5.2) 
holds. Thus we can apply Theorem 5.1 to obtain 
staO-S~wo=exp( -sdik(~)~~){c~k+o(l)}, (5.9) 
where k is some positive integer. Since the convergence in (5.9) is C’ it 
follows that 
S,Uo- stwo c’ 
I/~,~o-~,wolI - 
II/ 
k. 
By the fact that the zero number is nonincreasing and lower semi- 
continuous we have that k G m. i 
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6. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
The proof of the main result involves a combination of local and global 
extensions of invariant manifolds. We begin by stating a local extension 
theorem which is general enough to be applied at each nontrivial equi- 
librium and then proceed to use it in the proof of Theorem 3.1. To be clear 
about the choice of basis as we move from equilibrium to equilibrium we 
let P, denote the orthogonal projection onto the linear subspace spanned 
by the first m eigenfunctions of the linearization at an equilibrium cp and 
let QV=Z-P,. 
Our methods require a tangency condition in the norm 11 A2 . I), where A 
is the Sturm-Liouville operator defined by 
Ut--+ -vu,,-f’(q) u 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We denote the ball of radius 6 in this 
norm by 
9g(cp)= {u&&4): Ip12(14-cp)II -4). 
DEFINITION. An m-dimensional positively invariant manifold with 
boundary N has a stable orientation at cp if N n w’(q) # @ and given 
E>O there exists 6 >O such that 
II A2Q&, - u2)ll GE II A*P,(u~ - U~)II 
for all ul, u2 E 2V” n @g(cp). 
THEOREM 6.1 (local extension). Let Af be an m-dimensional positively 
invariant manifold for Eq. (1.1) with a stable orientation at an equilibrium cp. 
Under the standing assumption there exists a positive number  and functions 
@: P,(N n 99:((p)) -+ QVH and &: P,Bf(cp) + QVH such that 
(1) .N n Sf is the graph of @, 
(2) 2, {the graph of ~8 in .~&!(cp)} is locally invarihnt, 
(3) @(p)=@P(P)for allpEP,(J-nWcp)), 
(4) Z(u,-u,)<m for all ul, u2EJljnCfY~(cp). 
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is rather involved and, in fact, occupies the 
next two sections. We will apply this result repeatedly in the construction 
of a global manifold. To do so we need the following link in order to 
guarantee that the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1 is satisfied at each stage of 
the process. 
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LEMMA 6.2. Suppose dim d = m and that N is an m-dimensional 
positively invariant manifold with boundary such that Z(u, - u2) <m for all 
u,, u2 E .Af. Under the standing assumption Jf has a stable orientation at 
each equilibrium cp such that N n W”(cp) # 0. 
The proof of Lemma 6.2 appears in the Appendix. We are now in a 
position to prove the main result. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let m = dim d. From Theorem 2.1, part 3, we 
have that d n “V”(q) # 0 for all nonzero equilibria. Note that by part 4 
of the same theorem, d is the closure of w’(O) in H’. Since Z(ur - u2) < m 
for all u,, u2 E %Q’““(O) by Theorem 4.2 it follows from the lower semi- 
continuity of Z and Lemma 6.2 that d has a stable orientation at each 
nonzero equilibria. 
In particular, the hypothesis of Theorem 6.1 is satisfied at the least stable 
nontrivial equilibria. Consequently there exist locally invariant extensions 
JV”,‘-, of d near cpX_r. Let 
Ym+-l= {S,uo:uoEJqm+~_,, t>O} 
with ymPP 1 similarly defined. From Theorem 6.1, part 4, one has 
Z(u, - z.+) < m for all ul, u2 E JV:-, . Yet the zero number is nonincreasing 
along solutions (Theorem 4.1) so that Z(u, - u2) < m for all ur, u1 E 92- 1 
as well. Since “w,~,(cp,‘- r)c Jv,+_ 1 it follows that “w”(~m+~ ,) c 92- 1. By 
Theorem 2.1 one has ?V‘(cp,‘_ r) n w”(cp,* ) # 0 and 9’,+_ r has a stable 
orientation at cp,* for 0 <j< m - 2. An equivalent argument holds for 
9’~~ r. Thus d, ymkP, are the graphs of Lipschitz functions with small 
Lipschitz constants near the remaining equilibria. Due to the overlapping 
of 92-r with d it follows that 
has a stable orientation at cpJ* for 0 <j < m - 2. Most of d is contained in 
the interior of J$,,-, in that 
m-2 
dndJkt,-,= u W(cp,*). 
J=o 
Applying Theorem 6.1 to A,,, ~ 1 one obtains locally invariant extensions 
Jf,&_ near (P,&~. As above, this leads to a global extension J$,-* = 
A,,, _ I u 9’2- 2 v 9, 2 with a stable orientation at cpJ+ , 0 <j < m - 3, and 
m-3 
dnildzm_,= U Wu(cp:). 
j=O 
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This process may be repeated through the equilibria cp,‘- i, (P,&~, . . . . 
cp 1’) producing nested manifolds with boundary JZ~ ~ i c J&, _ 2 c . . . c A,. 
At this point the interior of &I contains all of d except (cp$ }. At the 
completely stable equilibria cp$ the local extensions &*can be chosen 
small enough to be positively invariant. The m-dimensional manifold 
& = Int(.Mi u MO+ u JIS- ) now contains the global attractor, and is 
positively invariant. Due to the existence of a Lyapunov function and 
hyperbolicity, all trajectories approach one of the finite number of equi- 
libria at a minimal exponential rate. It follows that Jt is exponentially 
attracting and therefore a well-defined inertial manifold. 1 
7. PROOFOF THE LOCAL EXTENSION THEOREM 
The proof of Theorem 6.1 involves several steps. Consider a nontrivial 
equilibrium cp. The first step is to modify the semiflow in such a way that 
the given manifold is connected to P,H outside a neighborhood of cp. The 
second step amounts to shifting the spectrum with a change of variables so 
that the desired extension is the unstable manifold for the modified semi- 
flow in the new variable. 
To make this more precise we translate cp to the origin so that Eq. (1.1) 
becomes 
du 
z + Au = F(u), (7.1) 
where A is the Sturm-Liouville operator defined by 
24 H - vu,, -f’( cp) r.4 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, and F: H-P H is defined pointwise by 
F(u)(x) =f(+) + dx)) --f(W)) -f’(dx)). (7.2) 
For cp = (pi’ the operator A has simple eigenvalues 
with corresponding eigenfunctions 11/i, ez, tij, . . . . Let P be the projection 
onto the span of the first m eigenfunctions and P, be that onto the span 
of the weakly stable eigenfunctions $j+ i, . . . . $,. The projection onto the 
span of the unstable eigenfunctions, if any, is then P, = P - P,. As before 
we let Q=I-P, 
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The theory in what follows applies to equations of the form 
$ + Au = F(u), 
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(7.3) 
where P is globally Lipschitz continuous. Since F given by (7.2) is only 
locally Lipschitz, we will construct a globally Lipschitz function P which is 
identicai to Fin a neighborhood of the origin. It is the freedom in choosing 
fi that enables us to extend the given invariant manifold Jf. 
We now make the change of variables w = e”u where A,,, < d < I,,,. 
This leads to an equation for w of the form 
dw 
z + [A -AI] w = eArP(eCA’w). (7.4) 
The unstable set U* is defined as the set of initial conditions for which the 
solution of Eq. (7.4) is bounded for t d 0. This can be expressed as 
U, = (uO E H: gtu,, is defined for all t < 0, and 
e”s,uO is bounded for all t < 0}, 
where Z? is the semiflow generated by (7.3). The key to proving 
Theorem 6.1 is that U1 is invariant, both forward and backward in time, 
with respect to 3. This is easily verified by letting u0 be in UA, u0 = ssuO, 
and noting that since s is a constant ei’slrO = e-L[e”(‘+“‘$,+,uo] is 
bounded for all t < 0. 
We return to the problem of choosing 8. For 6 > 0, let Se, denote the 
cube 
We take a,>0 small enough so that for each 6 such that 0~6 ~6, the 
solution S,U~ of (7.1) through U,EN with IIA2Pu~OII =6 ((JA’P,ull=6) 
immediately leaves $?a in positive (negative) time. This is depicted in 
Fig. 7.1. Consider two cubes 9& c &. We will design E so as to effectively 
bend the trajectories of Eq. (7.1) coming into .N n 9h so that for (7.3) they 
start on PH at the boundary of Se,,. A complete description of P is in the 
following statement. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let N be an m-dimensional manifold with a stable 
connection to cp, with F, Ye,, and ,!? as above. Given E > 0 there exists 6, > 0, 
and a globally Lipschitz function $1 H -+ H such that for 6 c 6, 
1 
(1) F=F in &$; 
(2) QP= 0 in 9(,42)\9Za; 
505/78/2-4 
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(3) For each u, EN with (IA*P,,.u, I/ =6 there exist pO(uI) and t,(u,) 
such that g,,po = ul, p. E PH, and II A*P,,p, )I = 26; 
(4) Lip(P) < .s. 
h -4 /- 
p”H 
FIG. 7.1. The projection onto PH of the orbits in Jlr entering Se,. 
The properties of 9 are illustrated in Figd 7.2. The proof of Theorem 7.1 
will be postponed until Section 8. 
We next follow the approach taken in Sell [22] for finite-dimensional 
ordinary differential equations to realize the unstable set U1 for (7.4) as the 
tixed point for a contraction mapping. The mapping is the used to show 
that CIA is a Lipschitz manifold of dimension m which coincides with PH 
FIG. 7.2. The trajectories for the modified equation. 
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outsides %&. It will follow from the invariance of UA and the construction 
of fl that this will provide a local extension of N inside %?a. 
We now develop several tools for construction of the contraction 
mapping. Consider the linear differential equation 
~+Au=O, 40) = uo, (7.5) 
where A is as above. The solution to (7.5) can be found directly by separa- 
tion of variables to be of the form 
0, t) = f epAk’(Uo, IClk)H $k(X). 
k=l 
This is precisely the Co-semigroup epar operating on u,,. 
For the remainder of this section we let 
Let A, denote the shifted operator A -II. We now derive an exponential 
dichotomy for the shifted linear equation. 
LEMMA 7.2. For 01 and 1 as above one has 
Ije-AA’Pll L(H H) G ear9 TdO 
II eeAirQ II LcH: H) 6 ear, 
(7.6) 
z > 0, (7.7) 
where L(H, H) denotes the space of linear operators on H. 
Proof Applying Parsevals identity we obtain for r < 0, 
Ile-ATPIILCH,Hj= sup l’eiAriI 
UEHl{OJ UH 
d sup II eeA’p II 
P~PW~Ol II P II 
sup 
CF=l e = 
2(&f- &)r p; 112 e-““’ 
PEPH\{Ol cr= 1 P: I 
3 
where Pk= <P, *k)H. Since the quantity in brances is bounded by 1, we 
have 
II eeArP II L(H,H) G eeam7. 
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It follows that 
II eeA”‘P IILcH, H) G e a? II e - ArP II L(H, H) < ear, z < 0. 
The proof of (7.7) is similar. 1 
The following estimates are now easily obtained. 
LEMMA 7.3. For LY and 1 as above, a E ( - co, CQ 1, b E [ - co, co) we have 
IIJ ’ eCAActps) Pe& [@(e-“%(s)) -#(e-“%(s)) J ds f 
and 
<cl-l Lip(F) sup { )I U(S) - u(s)ll } (7.8) 
rssga 
e -Ai(r-s)Qe’s [P(e-“b(s)) - E(e-%(s))] ds 
I/ 
< a-’ Lip(F) sup { 11 u(s) - u(s)/ }. 
bbssr 
(7.9) 
Proof. Using Lemma 7.2 we obtain 
e-Aic’-s’Pe”“[P(e-“su(s)) - E(e-“‘o(s)] ds 
/I 
G Lip(p) J,’ II e-AA(t-s)p IILcH, Hj II 4s) - 4s)ll ~23 
d Lip(E) .FE, II U(S) - u(s)11 Ita e’(‘-S) ds. 
. . 
Computing the integral, we obtain 
I 
rx 
e”“-“)ds=a-‘[l-e”“-“‘]<u-‘, 
I 
completing the proof of (7.8). The proof of (7.9) is similar. 1 
Let 9 be the collection of all continuous functions w: PH x ( - co, O] 
--, H such that 
(i) suptgo II w(p, t)ll -c co for each PE P,H, 
(ii) ll~(~,~~~-~(~,~~~lI,<~ll~,-~,ll. 
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9 becomes a complete metric space when endowed with the topology 
generated by the family of pseudonorms 
We will continue to denote (I . II H by simply (I .I1 unless special emphasis is 
needed. 
The following version of the contradiction mapping theorem will be 
applied to the family 9. 
THEOREM 7.4. Suppose F is a mapping from 9 to 9 such that for some 
O<L<l 
for all k = 1, 2, . . . . and all w, , w2 E 8. Then there is a unique fixed point 
w E 9, that is, F-w = w. 
A proof of Theorem 7.4 following a standard argument can be found in 
[lo]. We formally define a mapping Y on 9 by 
Fw(p, t) = epA”‘p - j,’ Pe-Al(r--“)e”“~(e-““w(p, s)) ds 
+I:, Q,-h(f- ‘)et@(e-““w(p, s)) ds. 
Note that by Lemma 7.3 with u(s) = w(p, s) and u(s) =O, we have that 
the second integral exists so F is well-defined. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let F be defined as above. If 4cr-‘Lip(f) c 1, the map- 
ping 9 is a contraction on F with a unique fixed point w such that 
{w(p, O):pcPH} = UA. 
Moreover, UA is the graph of a Lipschitz continuous function 6: PH + QH. 
Proof We proceed as in the finite-dimensional case in [22]. 
We first verify that F maps B into itself. By Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 we 
have 
;yf II ~-w(P, t)ll G II P II + 2a-‘Lip(f) f;t II w(p, s)ll < 00, 
or 
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Also by Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 and the assumption that 4~‘Lip(E) < 1 we 
obtain 
II ~W(P,, 1) - F-w(P,, f)ll 
G II P1 -P2 II + 2a-‘Lip@) sup II w(pI, s) - w(p,, s)ll 
SSO 
G Ilk-P2II +4~-1Lb(~)llp,-p,II 
6 2 II PI - P2 II. 
Thus F maps 9 into 9. 
Next, we show that 5 is a contraction mapping. Another application of 
Lemma 7.3 yields 
SUP ll~-w~(P, t)-~-w2(p, t)llH<2crp’ Lip(P) sup II w,(p, s)- w2(p, s)llH. 
fS0 SC0 
Thus in the pseudonorm, since 4a - ’ Lip(f) < 1, we have 
for k= 1, 2, . . . . 
Now let w = 5-w ‘be the fixed point of F given by Theorem 7.4. Note 
that by the orthogonality of P and Q we have 
Pw(p, 0) = PFw(p, 0) = Pp =p, 
for all p E PH. The inverse 6 given by 
6: PH+ {w(p,O):pcPH} 
PH w(p, 0) 
is therefore a well-defined Lipschitz continuous function with Lip(&) < 2. 
To complete the proof we show that 
U1= {w(p,0):p~PH}. 
Differentiating w(p, t) = Fw(p, t), we obtain 
W,(p, t) = -A,w(p, t) + e”‘E(e-“‘w(p, t)). 
Thus, w(p, t) is a solution to (7.4). Since w(p, t) is bounded for all t < 0 we 
have 
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The reverse containment follows from the uniqueness of the fixed point of 
another mapping yP defined by replacing w(p, s) with w(s) in the formula 
for y. See [22] for details. 1 
We are now ready to prove the local extension theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Take 6 small enough in Theorem 7.1 so that 
the function E satisfies 4a-‘Lip(f) < 1. By Theorem 7.5, UA is a global 
manifold of dimension m which is invariant under the semiflow 3. By the 
construction of 1”, every element in JV n .9&\lllr”(cp) is on a trajectory 
defined by !? passing through the hyperplane in PH defined by 
11 A2P,p II= 26. We now show that this hyperplane is contained in U,. 
More precisely, we show that w(p, 0) =p for all PE PH with 
II A2P,p II = 26. Expanding the fixed point w in terms of the mapping 9- 
and setting t = 0 we obtain 
w(p, 0) = Fw(p, 0) =p + s”, eA”“Qe”SF(e-kw(p, s)) ds. 
Since e-“‘w = u is a solution to (7.3) its projection in the weakly stable 
direction explodes in negative time. In fact, one has 11 A2P,e-“w(p, s)\l > 
26 for all s < 0. Yet by design, we have Qfl= 0 in z!~(A~)\%‘~~ so the integral 
vanishes. Thus p E U, and, by the invariance of U?, we have that JV is 
contained in U,. Since S = 3 in 9I?& it follows that JV = UI n Se, is a locally 
invariant extension of JV. 
For the proof of part (4), let ui, u,~Nn!%~, wi(t)=e”‘S,ui, and 
G,(t) = wi( t) - w2( t). The difference i? satisfies 
d@ 
x+A19=e”‘[i‘(e- “wl) - P(e-“‘w,)] =g(t), 
so g(t) = O(e”‘) as t + - co since fi is bounded. The normalized difference 
y = + II 3 II ~ ’ satisfies 
%= [-A,3+g(t)]lJfiII-‘- (a, iG)-3’2 (-AlG+g(t), 6) G 
= -A,Y+ (A,Y,Y)Y+G(~), 
where G(t) =g(t)ll t?, II -’ + (g(t)11 6 II -l, JJ> y. Observe that since i?(t) 
decays no faster than e(” - ‘I)’ as t + - co it follows that G(t) decays like eA1’ 
and the differential equation 
4 
zl- - -AIY+(A~Y,Y)Y+G(~) (7.10) 
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is asymptotically autonomous. It follows from the results in [21] that the 
a-limit sets for (7.10) are also a-limit sets for 
Let $ be a nontrivial equilibrium solution for (7.11), that is, 
Since (A,$, $) is a scalar quantity, JI must be an eigenfunction of A,, and 
hence A. 
It follows that for each pair of initial conditions ui, u2 in d n 9& one 
has y(t) + tik for some k > 1. Suppose k > m for some ui , u2. Let 
Pi(t) = J%,(t). Sinct 11 P$k 11 = 0 it follows that 1) Qy(t)ll (I Py(t)ll -’ + co as 
I --f -co. Yet Lip(@) < 2, so 
II QvCf,ll -= 
II Pv(t)ll 
II &,W) - %dNll < 2 
II p,(t) -P*(t)ll 
for all t, a contradiction. Thus for each pair of initial conditions ui, u2 in 
j n g8, y(t) + tik with k < m. 
For each k, 1 <k <m, let 9$ be a Cl-neighborhood of tik in which Z is 
constant. Take to so large and negative that for each ul, u2 E J@ n @a one 
has y(t)~9$ for some k<m and all t<to. Thus Z(u,-u,)<m for all 
ul, u,eAng, where 
r = Umir { I( A2e”oS,ou II }, 
and X is the compact set given by 
8. DESIGNING A NONLINEARITY 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 7.1. We begin with an 
outline of the major steps. 
Step (1) Show that Lip(AkF liaa) + 0 as S + 0 for k = 0, 1,2. 
Step (2) Construct the wing of trajectories that connect JV n9& with 
PH as in Fig. 7.2. 
Step (3) Differentiate along the wing to derive a formula for QE there. 
Step (4) Show Lip(Qp I wing) + 0 as 6 + 0. 
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Step (5) Extend Qfi to equal F in 9&, 0 in 9(A2)\4E2a; estimate 
Lip(Q$) on the combined domains. 
Step (6) Extend QE to all of H, preserving the Lipschitz constant in 
the process. 
Step (7) Perform a scalar truncation of PF between 3?& and 9&. 
For the first step we state and prove a general emma for k = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
This is stated in greater generality than necessary. The proof, however, is 
no more burdensome than the special case k = 2 which we do require. 
LEMMA 8.1. suppose f is CZk + I, and that F is defined pointwise by (7.2). 
There exists L : R + + R + such that L(6) + 0 as 6 --f 0 and 
II AkCFW - J’(o)1 II G L(W A’G - “Ill 
for all u, vE?@. 
Proof: By the equivalence of the norms 11 A’. 11 and 11 . I( H2/r a proof by 
induction on k reduces to estimating 11 [f(u)]‘“’ - [f(v)](“) II in terms of 
II u - v )I Hk. The formula of Faa di Bruno for the derivatives of a composi- 
tion (cf. [ 141) may expressed as 
cf(u)l’“‘=Cr”‘(u)Y-& 24;; 44;, 
where ui, = (j 1))’ uCh) IfI. and the sum is taken over all partitions 
i, + . . . + i, =j 
i, j, + . . . +i,j!=k 
with 1 <j < k. 
The only term involving u UC) has the trivial partition with j = 1. Applying 
the mean value theorem pointwise to the contribution of this term one 
obtains 
II f ‘(u) u(&’ -f’(v)v’q < I~f’(u)u’~‘-f’(v)u(k)I( + II f’(V)U’Q-f’(v)v(q 
d II f’(u) -f ‘(“) II cc II dk) II + II f ‘(“) II Co II dk) - “(“) II 
G II f”(C) II 00 II u - ” II m II dk) II + II f ‘(“) II co II u - ” II ffkr 
where c: [0, Z] + R satisfies 
u(x) <c(x) < v(x) if u(x) < v(x) 
v(x) G c(x) G u(x) if v(x) < u(x). 
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By the Sobolev imbedding theorem there exists a constant K such that 
II .@) II a, < K II dn’ II Hk for l<nnk. (8.1) 
Let 
M= max sup 
Z<.n<k+l --K<x<K 
I f'"'(x)l] 
so that 
11 f'(u) ZP- f '(0) dk) II G L,(6) II I.4 - 0 II&, 
where, for 6 < 1 
L(d) = K II f “(C)II 00 II dk) II + II f ‘(u)ll co 
<MKa+ IIf'(u)llm. 
By (8.1) one has that II f'(o)ll, -0 as (JuII~+O and hence L,(6)+0 as 
6 -to. 
To complete the proof it is sufficient to estimate for an arbitrary parti- 
tion with j>, 2 the quantity 
Let U~=U~...U~“, V~=u~...uj, and U:+,z 1 E q. Note that 
u:-v:=u:-uj~u:+uj:u:+uj~u:-v/: 
= (24;; - uf;, u: + u;g u: - Vi). 
Repeating this computation for Uf, - V’,, 2 < m < I one obtains 
u:-v:= i (ujyl~)u~+lv;l-l 
m=l 
I i- 1 
=E, (ujm-ujm) uk+,vy-’ 1 uj;-‘-y)ui 
y=O 
= mi, [djm) - d’“)] w,, 
where 
(8.2) 
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Since each of the products Um, FL, and W,,, involve derivatives of order at 
most k - 1, there exists one constant K1, such that )I Vi 1) o. < K1 6 and 
1) W,,, )I m < K,6 for 1 <m < 1. It follows from another application of the 
mean value theorem and (8.2) that 
A = 11 f”‘(u) U: -f”‘(u) Vi I( 
< I\ f”‘(u) u: -f”‘(u) u: 11 + I\ f”‘(u) tJ: -f”‘(u) v: 11 
d II f”‘W -f”‘b)ll II u: II m + II f”‘(~)ll m II u: - v: II 
G = II .P+ “(Cl)ll cc II 24 - 0 II m II u: II m 
+ II f”‘(o)ll 00 c I( u(jm) - u(jm) I( II w, II co. 
lH=l 
Thus, A < L,(S)ll u - u (( Hk where 
L*(h) = nK 11 f(j+ ‘) (c,)ll co II u: II m + 1 II f’~~)lloo II wm II m 
d(nK+l)MK,6. m 
We now begin Step (2). Since Z(u, - u2) < m for ui, u2 EN, it follows 
from Theorem 4.4 that ~9’ is the graph of a function @: PM + QH. On N 
we split Eq. (7.1) into 
$+Ap=PF(p+Q(p)) @3P) 
4 ;i; + 4 = QJIP + @(PI). Wq) 
Let 9 be the projection onto PH of the trajectory segments in 
.N n (B$,\4e,) which enter 9I$ as in Fig. 7.1. Fix an element p* in 9. Let 
p(t) denote the solution of (8.3~) through p.+ such that )I A2P,p(0)ll = 26. 
Let t, = tI(p*) be the time the solution takes to traverse 9 so that 
11 A’P,p(t,)ll = 6. Let q(r) denote the Q-component of the trajectory in N 
over p(t), that is, q(t) = @(p(t)). 
We seek a new trajectory B(t) such that 
(8.4) 
To make the differential equation for which i(t) is a solution an 
autonomous one, we reparametrize the new trajectory in terms of the arc 
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length along p(t). Let I(p(z)) denote the arc length ofp(t) up to time z, that 
is, 
(8.5) 
We define a real variable p = I(p(t))[l(p(t,))] -l, so that 0 <p < 1 for 
0 < t < t,. Employing the method of cubic splines we determine a and b in 
QH such that 
satisfies 
h(p) = up3 + bp* (8.6) 
h(0) = 0, Z(O)=0 
(8.7) 
h(l)=dt,). 
The boundary value problem consisting of (8.6) with conditions (8.7) leads 
to a system of linear algebraic equations in QH with solutions 
a= -2h(l)+$l)= -2q(t,)+$(t,) 
-1 
b=3h(l)-z(1) 
-1 
=3q(t,)--$(I,)($,)) . 
(8.8) 
The mapping h defines a wing of trajectories over 9 as the graph of the 
function 
l(P*) 
P*Hh Qp(t,)) . ( > 
We define the Q-component of the modified nonlinearity on this wing by 
Q&P*, &P*))=$~+A~(P,) (8.9) 
and proceed to estimate its Lipschitz constant in terms of the parameter 6. 
To carry out Step (5) the following elementary result will be used 
repeatedly. 
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LEMMA 8.2. Let g: CB -+ R and G: C@ + Y be continuous functions on a 
compact set 6S c X, where X and Y are normed spaces. If g and G are both 
Lipschitz continuous then the function gG is also Lipschitz continuous with 
Lip(gG)~~u~(IgI)Lip(G)+Lip(g)su~ (IIGII). (8.10) 
9 La 
If g(u) # 0 for all u E 9 then g- ’ is Lipschitz continuous with 
LipW’) < [i;f 1 gl]-* Lip(g). (8.11) 
Proof: In the case of the product we write 
II g(u) G(u) -g(v) G(u)ll y 
= II g(u) G(u) -g(u) G(u) +g(u) G(u) -g(u) G(u)ll Y 
G II ‘3u)ll y I g(u) -du)l + I g(u)1 II G(u) - G(u)ll Y 
G [Lip(g) SUP II +)ll y + Lip(G) SUP I du)l 1 II u - u II xs UE.9 ue9 
So gG is Lipschitz and (8.10) holds. For g-’ we write 
I g-‘(u) -g-‘(u)l = I ET(U) du)l-’ I g(o) -du)l 
G [k$ I g(u)ll-’ Lip(g)llu-~llx. 
By the compactness of $3 the i&mum is positive, so g-’ is Lipschitz, and 
(8.11) holds. 1 
LEMMA 8.3. The function Qf6: wing + H defined by Eq. (8.9) is 
Lipschitz continuous in the L2-norm with Lip(Qr’,) + 0 as 6 + 0. 
ProoJ It follows from (8.7), (8.8), and (8.9) that 
-’ dq 
A z (t1). 
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Recall that through t, = t,(p,), each of the terms 
depends implicitly on p*. The proof proceeds by systematically applying 
Lemma 8.2 to pairs of terms in Qpa. Table 8.1 summarizes the asymptotic 
behavior as 6 + 0 of the key functions. The first two columns identify the 
pair of functions whose scalar product requires a Lipschitz estimate. The 
next four columns contain the estimates which along with (8.10) give the 
result in the last column. The final result of the first row is used in the 
second. Those of the second and third are combined in the fourth to yield 
The procedure in the fourth row can be repeated with g= p and 
G=p(dp/dt)q(t,) (and also p Aq(t,)). Combining these results with 
Lemma 6.2, one has that 
Lip(#$q(r,))+O, j=1,2, 
Lip(p’Aq(l,))+O, j=2,3, 
as 6 + 0. This same procedure can be applied to the results in rows six and 
eight to obtain 
Lip(pj~[~(~,)]-l~(f,))BO(Lip(Am)+Lip(F)). j= 1,2, 
LiP(pi[~(ll)]-‘~~(l,))lo(Lip(A2~)+Lip(AF)), j=2,3, 
as 6 -+ 0. By Lemmas 6.2 and 8.1 these Lipschitz constants all tend to zero 
as 6 + 0. 
All that remains then is the verification of the preliminary estimates in 
columns three through six. This is provide in Table 8.2 utilizing in some 
instances the following notation. By Lemma 8.1 one may take 6, so small 
that 
J-ip(Fl,,.) <t ,yfym I Ail = L,. (8.12) . . 
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LZ, L, denote positive real numbers such that the Lipschitz constants for 
the functions 
pl:9+PH, 1, : 9 + R 
P* HP(tl)? P-l(P(tl)) 
satisfy 
Liph) G L2, Lip(l,) < L (8.13) 
for all k6,. 1 
Step (6) requires an examination of the geometry of the extended 
domain. 
LEMMA 8.4. If Qp6 is extended so that 
1 QF in 9& Q& = Q&s on the wing 0 in WA I\926 
then Q@* is Lipschitz continuous over the extended domain and 
Lip(Qpa)+O as 6-O. 
ProoJ There are three combinations to consider. 
Case 1. u1 E 9&, u2 E 9(A)\%&. Since F(0) = 0 we have 
II Qfidu,>- Qf6(dll = II QF(%)ll G Lip(Fld 6 
< Lip(%,)II u1 - u2 II. 
Case 2. ui E 9&, u2 on the wing. We first obtain a geometric result 
using the Lipschitz constant of c. In the line segment connecting Pul and 
Pu2 lies a point p3 with II P,p, I( = 6 (see Fig. 8.1). Let a3 =p3 + @(p3), 
a=u,-uu,,b=u,-u,,c=u,-u,, and L = Lip(d). Since @(p3) = &(p3) 
we have 
IIa1l2=IIPall2+IIQall2~(1+L2)IlPall2~(1+L2)lIP~~(2~(1+L2)ll~~l2, 
so that if K2=Jm, 
lIu2-%II GK2 II~1--~2ll- (8.14) 
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FIG. 8.1. The geometry of the extended domain. 
Let fl be the angle determined by the vectors a, c. By the law of cosines, 
and (8.14) 
II b II * = II a II * + II c II * - 2 ~0s P II a II II c II 
(2 + L2)ll c II * 
G (2+Lz-2cospJl+t2)~~cl~* i 
if 0 <b<n/2 
if n/2 <j<n 
for all /I. Setting K, = (2 + L* + 2dm)“*, we have 
II UI - ~3 II G K, II UJ- ~2 II. (8.15) 
Now the estimates in (8.14) and (8.15) are independent of ui, u2, so it 
follows that 
II Q&d - Q&42,11 = II QWu,) - Q&a(u2)11 
G II F(u,) - QF(udll + II Q&(u,) - Q&,)ll 
G Lip(FI&II u1 - u3 II + Lip(~dll u3 - u2 II 
< WI WV Ia61 + K2 M-@d)Il uI - u2 II 
for all u, , u2 in this case. 
Case 3. u1 on the wing, u2 E 9(.4)\W,,. If )( PWu2 I( < 26, we may argue 
as in Case 1. If I) PWu2 II > 26, we may argue as in Case 2. 1 
The following Lipschitz extension result due to Kirzbraun and Valentine 
[13], completes the construction of the Q-component of f, and hence 
Step (6). 
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THEOREM 8.5. Let H be a Hilbert space. If QcH and F:Q+H is 
Lipschitz continuous, then F has a Lipschitz extension E :+ H with 
Lip(F) = Lip(E). 
TO construct the P-component of E we need only perform the truncation 
in Step (7). This involves fixing a smooth function q: R + -+ [0, 11 such 
that U(S)= 1 for O<sd 1, q(s)=0 for ~22, [q’(s)1 <2 for s>O. Define 
q,(s) = q(s/(36)) and the P-component of the modified nonlinearity by 
P&(u) = ?a( II A*u II 1 Wu). 
Since F(0) = 0 we have 
SUP {llF(uNl) d6fi W(Fl,Q. 
uea; 
An application of Lemma 8.2 yields 
LW’~6 Ito;) < J-Mtld y[ (II F II I+ sup (I tt I) Wf’ lio$ 
~63 
<2(36)-l ‘66 Lip(F Ig$ + 1 . Lip(F la;&) = 5 Lip(F Is&). 
Thus Lip(Pfa) --+ 0 as 6 -+ 0, and Step (7) is complete. 
The combination of Steps (1) through (7) comprises a proof of 
Theorem 7.1. 
APPENDIX 
We will need several lemmas for the proof of Lemma 6.2. The first is a 
uniform estimate on the P-component of S,U, - S,U*. 
LEMMA A.l. Suppose Z(u, - u2) < m for all uI, u2 E N. There exist 
positive constants y*, c,, c2 such that for each P(t)= P(S,u, -Sru2) with 
u,,u,~JlrnW"(cp)n~,,, y<y*, the estimate 
c,ev( -~~~~(~)d~)~IIA2~(t)ll~c2exp( -jdhAr)d~) 
holds for some k with 1 <k <m. 
Proof It is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.3 that 
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for some k with 1 <k < m. Let c’r = c min{lf : 1 < i< m}. Then since 
t+bk E PH, one has 
Now the initial conditions or, u2 act as parameters for the family of varia- 
tional equations they satisfy. By continuity and the compactness of the 
manifolds with boundary the decaying term can be chosen uniformly in the 
initial condition. By taking a small enough y* we may assume a sufficiently 
large time period has passed to reduce the o( 1) term to half of c”, . Similarly 
we obtain the uniform upper bound. 1 
LEMMA A.2. For A,(s), A,+ defined as in Section 3.2 there exist y** such 
that I A,(s) - A: I < 01 for all ul(0), u*(O) E 9?,, and all s 2 0. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that the potential determining the 
eigenvalues n,(s) is given by 
4x, t) = J: f’( u2 - a(u2 - ul)) da. 1 
Proof of Lemma 6.2. By the continuity of solutions with respect to 
initial conditions we have that W’(cp) c Jf. Since W”(cp) is tangent to PH 
at cp it suffices to show that JV n W”(q) is also tangent to PH at cp. 
Let 6, be given by Lemma A. 1, and let L : R + + R + be given by 
Lemma 8.1. Consider initial conditions U, and u2 in Mn W”((p)n%‘, 
where 6 < 6,. Let 
4(t) = Q(Wl - Q42). 
By the variation of constants formula one has 
q(t) = eCAr4(0) + 1: e -A(‘-“)QIF(S,ul) - F(S,u,)] ds. 
Applying the operator A* to both sides one obtains 
II A24(t)ll G II e-%! II II~*4(0)11 
+J’d Ile- A(t--,‘Qll II~*C~~~,~,~-~(~,~2~1Il ds (A.11 
where 
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By the Lipschitz condition for F provided by Theorem 8.1 one has 
s I <L e -Am+l(‘-s) 11 A2(S,u, - S,u2)II ds 0 
<L s ’ e-Am+l(‘-s) 11 Atoll ds + L Jbi e-Am+l(‘-s) II A2tj(s)ll ds. (A.2) 0 
It follows from Lemmas A.1 and A.2 that 
I 
f e-““+l” II A’P(s)ll ds 
0 
~c,[exp(i,+,t-~~i,(r)dr)-l], (A.3) 
where c3 = c2[Am+, -A, - a] -’ > 0. Combining the estimates (A.l), (A.2), 
and (A.3) one has 
e”“+ It II A24(t)ll G II M(O)ll - c3L + c3L exp ( m+l’-j-)&W) 1 
+ L 1’ eAm+lS II A24(s)ll ds. (A.4) 
0 
Let v(t) = e”“+” II A24(t)ll and 
K(r)=Ko+e,Lexp(l,+~~-jii,(r)m), 
where K, = II A24(0))/ - c3 L. One may then rewrite (A.4) as 
o(r)<K(t)+Ljj(s)ds. 
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By a standard Gronwall inequality in [4] it follows that 
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(A-5) 
Now consider 6 -C 6, where 2L(6,) < CI so that 
o<L?+, -1: -a/2<A,+,-i,(s)-L. 
Estimating the integral in (A.5) as in (A.3), one has 
LeL’ ~K(s)e~L”dsgLeL’ 
s 
K,L-‘[l -eeL’] 
where c,,=,I,+~-- 1: -a/2. Applying the lower estimate provided by 
Lemma A.1 one obtains 
II ~‘4Wll II A2m)ll -l 
< e-““+l’ 
{ 
K,+c,Lexp(rr,+,t-f~i,(i)dT) 
+KoeL’-K,,+c,c;1L2exp(I,+It-~~L,(r)d~) 
,((l +c,‘L) Lc,c;’ 
+(K,-c,~;‘L~)c;~exp --lm+,t+ 
( s 
’ l,(r) dz + Lt 
0 > 
<(l +cq1L)Lc3c;l + IIA24(0)(l CL’ e-“‘. 
By the compactness of the manifold Jf in H4 and the continuity of the 
function 
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there exists BER+ with IIA’(4(0)[/ c B. Take 6, ~6, so small and I, so 
large that 
(1 + c,‘L) Lc,c;’ <E/2, Bc;1epc4tL < ~f2 
for all 6 < 6,. Consider the compact set 
The result now holds for all differences of solutions starting in 9*, after 
time tl. It suffices then to take 
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